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The OLIMPO experiment is a mm-wave balloon-borne telescope, optimized 
for high-frequency measurements of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect. The 
instrument uses four bolometer arrays, for simultaneous observations at 
150, 210, 350, 480 GHz, coupled to a 2.6 m diameter Cassegrain telescope, 
achieving a resolution of 4,3,2,2 arcmin FWHM respectively. 
We describe the instrument, the observation strategy, and the mission, 
which is a polar long-duration flight launched from Svalbard islands. The 
current observation plan includes deep integrations on a selected sample of 
40 clusters, plus a wide blind survey of an empty sky area. 
We have recently upgraded the instrument adding spectroscopic 
capabilities within the 4 bands above, and discuss here the scientific 
potential of this innovative configuration.
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• In fig. 1 we show the 
OLIMPO balloon
payload (Masi et al.
2008), with solar
panels, ground shield
and sun shield
removed.

• Note the tiltable 2.6m 
primary mirror and the 
lightweigth secondary.

• Pointing is obtained
rotating the payload
around an azimuth
pivot and changing the 
elevation of the inner
frame, including the 
telescope, the FTS 
and the detector’s 
cryostat

• The total mass of the 
payload is 1.5 tons. 
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Low frequency arrays (TES)
• Buffer: Si3N4
• Thermistor: Ti (60nm) + Au
(10/20 nm)
• Absorber/heater: spiderweb Ti 
(10 nm) + Au (5 nm), filling
factor 5%
• NET150GHz=145 µK√s
• NET220GHz=275 µK√s
• Univ. Of Cardiff (Mauskopf)

Bol. νeff [GHz] ΔνFWHM [GHz] Res. [‘]
19 148.4 21.5 4.2
19 215.4 20.6 2.9
23 347.7 33.1 1.8
23 482.9 54.2 1.8

High frequency arrays
• NbxSi1-x (x=0.085)
• SiN 3x3 mm2
• Palladium absorber
• NET340GHz=430 µK√s
• NET450GHz=4300 µK√s
• Inst. Neel Grenoble (Camus)

Filters Stacks (Ade, Tucker, Cardiff)



The spectroscopic instrument
• SZ studies can benefit significantly from spectroscopic

measurements, which are required to break degeneracies
between the parameters describing cluster and foreground
emissions along the line of sight (see below). 

• In 2008 we have studied for ASI a spectroscopic SZ space-
mission (SAGACE, see de Bernardis et al. 2010).

• As a pathfinder, we are building a plug-in Differential FTS for
OLIMPO (see the companion poster from Schillaci et al.). 

• The DFTS configuration offers
– an imaging spectrometer with very high throughput,
– wide spectral coverage, 
– medium to high spectral resolution, 
– rejection of common-mode signals, like instrument emission and most

of the ground pickup.
• The main problem is the high radiative background on the 

bolometers, which is solved splitting the observed frequency
range in several bands with independent detector arrays. In 
the case of OLIMPO, this was already implemented in the 4-
bands photometer. 





Global design of the optical system

Differential field of view

Optical layout of the doublel Martin-Puplett FTS

Mechanical arrangement of the translation stages

The OLIMPO Martin-Puplett
Differential Fourier Transform
Spectrometer



Simulated OLIMPO 
measurement of a 
cluster l.o.s. with
τth=0.005, 
Te=10 keV, 
τnonth=0.0001, 
vpec=500 km/s,  
Idust=6kJy/sr@150GHz
The data with the error 
bars are simulated
observations from a 
single pixel of the 
OLIMPO-FTS, for an
integration time of 3 
hours. The two lines
through the data points
represent the input 
theory (thin) and the 
best fit for the plotted
data realization (thick). 
The other thin lines
represent thermal plus 
non-thermal SZE, and 
dust emission. 

this shift is due to the 
peculiar velocity of the 
cluster

The high-frequency
excess is due to a 
modest amount of dust

dust

thermal +
non-thermal
SZ



Parameters Determination
• In the presence of peculiar velocities, non-thermal populations

(from AGNs in the cluster), and foreground dust, there are 
simply too many free parameters to be determined with the 
observation of a few frequency bands.

• We have carried out detailed simulations of OLIMPO 
observations in the spectroscopic configuration with an
extended 200-300 GHz band. 

• The spectroscopic configuration has superior performance in 
converging to the correct estimate of thermal optical depth and 
dust parameters, while the photometric configuration, in the 
absence of priors, tends to converge to biased estimates of 
the parameters. 

• See de Bernardis et al. 2012 for details
• No priors
τth =(63+27)10-4

T = (9.0+4.1) keV
τnon-th=(14+9)10-5

ΔTCMB=(24+43)μK
ΔIdust150=(5.7+1.6)kJy/sr

Input parameters
τth =50x10-4

T = 10 keV
τnon-th=1x10-4

ΔTCMB=22μK
ΔIdust150=6 kJy/sr

OLIMPO
FTS 
3h integ.
one 
detector

• Prior T=(10+3) keV
τth =(49+6)10-4

T = (9.6+0.5)keV
τnon-th=(11+9)10-5

ΔTCMB=(22+43)μK
ΔIdust150=(5.8+0.9)kJy/sr



Observation Program

• In a circumpolar summer long 
duration flight (>200h) we plan to
observe 40 selected clusters and 
to perform a blind deep integration
on a clean sky region

• We have optimized the 
observation plan distributing the 
integration time among the 
different targets according to their
brightness and diurnal elevation.



Mission Profile

• We will use a long-duration
circumpolar flight launched from
Svalbard Islands (June 2013).

• We have tested these flights in 
collaboration with ASI, and 
demonstrared the feasibility of 
launching heavy payloads from
the Longyearbyen airport, 
performing 2-3 weeks flights
around the north pole during the 
Arctic summer. SORA LAUNCH:July 1st 2009 (1.5 ton)
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